
 

High reputation China Ziplock Stand up Flat Bottom Specialty
Custom Printing 100g 250g 1kg Plastic Kraft Paper Coffee

Packaging Bag with Valve

We've lots of great employees associates excellent at promoting, QC, and working with types of
troublesome problem from the manufacturing process for High reputation China Ziplock Stand up
Flat Bottom Specialty Custom Printing 100g 250g 1kg Plastic Kraft Paper Coffee Packaging Bag with
Valve, Our corporation is dedicated to furnishing customers with high and steady top quality products
at aggressive price tag, making just about every customer glad with our services and products.
We've lots of great employees associates excellent at promoting, QC, and working with types of
troublesome problem from the manufacturing process for China Coffee Bag, Coffee Bag Packaging,
All these products are manufactured in our factory located in China. So we can guarantee our quality
severely and availably. Within these four years we sell not only our merchandise but also our service
to clients throughout the world.
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1.China professional produce stand up kraft paper and aluminum foil coffee bean bags with valve.

2.They are not only packaging bags for your coffee powder or coffee bean. They are also the carrier of
your company's brand, mobile advertising, value communication. The most importance is that it is
environmentally friendly.

3.Because we know its value, we make every packaging bag with our hearts.
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1.The packaging bags made of PLA+PBAT+Aluminum +Kraft paper, which is compostable materials.

2.When the packaging bags are out of use, they can be degraded into soil in a year and absorbed by
plants. It’s really come from nature and return to nature.

3.No more pollution to the environment. The world will become better and better.

The detail data of Coffee packaging bags

Item:

Product
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https://www.oempackagingbag.com/high-reputation-china-ziplock-stand-up-flat-bottom-specialty
-custom-printing-100g-250g-1kg-plastic-kraft-paper-coffee-packaging-bag-with-valve.html
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